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LNGS 401 Lecture 8                                  October 11 2016 
Dr. Fusheini Hudu 

 

FLOATING TONES IN AUTOSEGMENTAL PHONOLOGY 

 
This handout explains floating tone in Anlo Dialect of Ewe, as presented in Chapter 10 of Odden 

(2005). If you did not understand Odden's explanation, this should make it easier to understand. 

 

Floating tone in Anlo 
 

 Take note of the following tonal minimal triplets. 

  (1).  Anlo tonal minimal pairs. 

   a. ètò “buffalo”  

   b. ètó “mountain”  

   c. ētō “mortar” 

 

 To understand floating tones in Anlo, we need to understand a number of tone rules in the 

dialect.  

 The data in (2) show some phrases with ètò (buffalo). 

  (2) “buffalo phrases” in Anlo. 

   a.  ètò   “buffalo” 

   b.  ètò mè  “in a buffalo” 

   c.  ētō ɸēɸlē  “buffalo-buying” 

   d.  ētō mēgbé  “behind a buffalo” 

   e.  ētō ʤí  “on a buffalo” 

   

 

 QUESTION: Why is it that sometimes “buffalo” has low tones, sometimes mid tones in the 

  above phrases? 

 ANSWER:  ētō is the underlying representation (UR) of buffalo. 

 The change from /ētō/ to  [ètò] is due to two tone rules of Anlo.  

 

  RULE 1:  
  /M/ → [L] / ___#  (A mid tone becomes low when it occurs at the end of a phrase). 

   When applied to /ētō/, we get [ētò]. 

 

 Note that [ētò], the product of RULE 1 is going to be the UR for RULE 2, shown below. 

 

  RULE 2: 
  /M/ → [L] / ___L: (A mid tone becomes low when it precedes a low tone). 

   When applied to /ētò/, (the surface form of RULE 1) we get [ètò]. 

 

 When the mid tone of ētō does not end a phrase or followed by a low tone, it does not 

change to a mid tone. Try and see if you can show examples from (2).  

 

 Practice exercises: We have seen how to derive the surface form [ètò] from the UR /ētō/ 

using the two rules.  
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◦ Which other word or phrase in (2) can you derive using the rules?  

◦ Try to apply the rules to it and see if you'll get the surface form in (2). 

◦ Provide an autosegmental representation of the two rules.  

 Now let's consider the data in (3) with the word for mountain. 

(3). “mountain phrases” in Anlo. 

a. ètó  “mountain”    

b. ètő me̋gbé “behind a mountain” 

c. ètó ʤí     “on a mountain” 

  

 From the data in (2) on “buffalo phrases” we know that megbe has a MH sequence (mēgbé).  

 We also know that from (1) that mountain is  ètó. 

 Therefore, the phrase “behind a mountain” should actually be  ètó  mēgbé 

 

 QUESTIONS: 

◦ How come megbe has a superhigh tone in ètő me̋gbé “behind a mountain”? 

◦ How come “mountain” has a superhigh tone in ètő me̋gbé “behind a mountain”?  

 

ANSWERS: 

 There are two tone rules responsible for these changes. One is stated in (4). 

 

(4) superhigh tone rule in Anlo. 

M → SH / H__H: (A mid tone becomes a superhigh tone when it occurs between two H tones). 

   

 When we apply this rule to  ètó mēgbé, (which is what “behind a mountain should be), we get  

ètó me̋gbé. The mid tone has changed to a superhigh because it occurs between two H tones. 

 

 There is a 2nd rule of tone assimilation. It takes  ètó me̋gbé as the UR. It is stated in (5). 

 

 (5). Anlo tone assimilation to superhigh tone.  

  H → SH /__SH (A high tone becomes superhigh when it precedes a superhigh). 

 

 We've now got to a point where we can understand where floating tones come in. 

 Look at the data in (6) which has phrases with the word for mortar. 

  

(6) “Mortar phrases” in Anlo. 

      a.  ētō  “mortar” 

       b. ētō mê  “in a mortar” 

       c. ētō me̋gbé “behind a mortar” 

       d. ētō ɸéɸlē “mortar-buying” 

       e. ētō ʤí  “on a mortar”  

(2) “buffalo phrases” in Anlo. 

       a.  ètò  “buffalo” 

        b.  ètò mè “in a buffalo” 

        c.  ētō ɸēɸlē “buffalo-buying” 

        d.  ētō mēgbé “behind a buffalo” 

         e.  ētō ʤí “on a buffalo” 

 

 

THE PUZZLES. 

 Compare the data in (6) to those in (2),  

◦ Why is it that the final mid tone for mortar does not become L in (6), as it does in (2)? 
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◦ Unlike (2), when ɸēɸlē follows ētō (as in 6d) the first M for ɸēɸlē  becomes H. WHY? 

◦ Unlike (2), when mè follows ētō (6b), the L tone of mè becomes falling tone. WHY? 

◦ Unlike (2), when mēgbé follows ētō (as in 6c) the M in mēgbé becomes SH. WHY?  

 

 To solve these puzzles, we assume that ētō “mortar” does not end in a M, but a H that is not 

associated with any vowel. 

 In other words, ētō has a floating tone at the end of it. 

 In autosegmental phonology, this will be represented as in (7) below: 

 

(7). Autosegmental representation of  ētō (mortar) with a floating tone. 

     M    H 

      ˄     

   e t o 

 

 With this, we can now answer all the questions raised in the puzzles.  

 Let's take the questions one after the other. 

 

Question: Why is it that the final mid tone for mortar does not become L in (6), as it does in (2)? 

Answer: Final lowering doesn't apply because the word doesn't end in a M, it ends in a H. Final  

lowering affects words that end in a M tone. 

 

Question: Unlike (2) when ɸēɸlē follows ētō the first M of ɸēɸlē becomes H. WHY? 

Answer: In ētō ɸéɸlē (6d), the floating H of ētō associates with the following M of ɸēɸlē, changing  

it from M to H. 

 

Question: Unlike (2), when mè follows ētō (6a), the L of mè becomes a falling tone. WHY? 

Answer: In ētō mê (6a), the floating H of ētō associates with the following L of mè, changing it  

from a low to a falling. (Remember when you add H to L, you get F). 

 

Question: Unlike (2), when mēgbé follows ētō the M in mēgbé becomes SH. WHY? 

Answer:  In ētō me̋gbé (6c), the M becomes SH b/c it's between two H (see the rule in (4)). 

 

 Thus by taking note of the falling tone in the word ētō, we are able to account for all the 

puzzles.  

 Without reference to the floating tone, there is no way we could possibly answer the puzzles. 

 This is a strength of Autosegmental Phonology. In linear segmental phonology, there is no 

way to account for floating tone. 

 Given that the tone is assumed to be part of the segment, there is no way to explain how a 

tone can exist but does not show up in some instances while the segment, of which it is part, 

shows up in all instances. 

 

PRACTICE EXERCISE:  
Now that the Anlo floating tone has been explained (hopefully in a way that makes it easy for you 

to understand), read the section in your handout on Ga floating tone carefully. It should be easier for 

you to understand after reading this handout). 


